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I.

Overview

The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) is deeply concerned that U.S. residents have few if
any choices for high-speed Internet access (i.e., broadband speeds exceeding 100 megabits per
second). This reality creates serious consumer harms in a wide range of markets and
communities that depend on continually improving Internet access. Accordingly, EFF
encourages the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to take a more aggressive approach
to promoting fiber to the home (FTTH) deployment.
That approach must include rejecting the US Telecom petition for UNE forbearance. Petitioner
has not shown and cannot show how forbearance would improve competition or protect
consumers. In reality, forbearance would do neither, for at least two reasons.
First, it will impede the development of competitive choices. Congress intended the shared
obligation provisions as envisioned under the 1996 Telecommunications Act to promote
competition and recognized that Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers (ILECs) represented a
special bottleneck. The purpose of UNEs was to prevent ILECs from engaging in anticompetitive
behavior such as raising prices as a means to block entry or outright withholding access, the very
things US Telecom is asking the FCC to green light. Thanks to 96’ Act requirements, the
Competitive Local Exchange Carrier (CLEC) industry has entered broadband markets,
competing at middle tier speeds of around 25 megabits per second (mbps) through copper
networks to eventually deploy their own fiber. CLECs have been at the forefront of deploying
private gigabit broadband to consumers and businesses.
Second, and relatedly, forbearance will impede fiber deployment. Publicly reported data by the
FCC and international regulators overwhelmingly show the U.S. market is far behind its
international competitors in connecting its citizens to fiber optic networks. Furthermore, the
members of US Telecom have been reluctant to announce any national fiber to the home (FTTH)
deployments despite increased capital from recent corporate tax cuts as well as deregulation
brought on by the Restoring Internet Freedom Order. It is noteworthy that in the past few years
nearly half of the United States’ FTTH deployments originate from small ISPs such as CLECs.
The US Telecom petition, if granted, would exacerbate the problem by impeding the deployment
of fiber optic networks by impeding the private actors leading the charge.
II.

About EFF

The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) is the leading nonprofit organization defending
civil liberties in the digital world. Founded in 1990, EFF champions user privacy, free
expression, and innovation through impact litigation, policy analysis, grassroots activism, and
technology development. With over 40,000 dues-paying members and well over 1 million
followers on social networks, we focus on promoting policies that benefit both creators and users
of technology.

III.

US Telecom forbearance petition is contrary to the public interest and will harm
consumers by reducing broadband choice.

US Telecom, as petitioner, must prove that enforcement of UNEs is (1) not necessary to ensure
that the telecommunications carrier’s charges, practices, classifications, or regulations are just,
reasonable, and not unjustly or unreasonably discriminatory; (2) not necessary to protect
consumers; and (3) consistent with the public interest, including that it will promote competitive
market conditions.1 Petitioner fails to meet this test.
A. US Telecom underestimates the number of consumers impacted by its petition by
ignoring the implications for high-speed broadband of 100 mbps and above.
By focusing on the number of telephone voice subscribers impacted by the petition,2 US
Telecom hopes to obfuscate the far greater number of broadband subscribers and potential future
CLEC customers that approval would affect.3 In fact, every consumer who wishes to subscribe to
the symmetrical gigabit services and higher that a nearby CLEC is seeking to deploy could lose
out if US Telecom’s petition is granted.
As Petitioner must know, CLECs depend on their copper wire shared access agreements, known
as UNEs, to gain sufficient revenue to fund FTTH deployment while selling related DSL
services. When the FCC in 2005 decided to not extend UNEs to fiber deployments, it forced
CLECs to adopt a type of copper start – fiber finish – process.4 For more than a decade since,
CLECs have charted their own path, deploying FTTH whenever possible to outperform the ILEC
and local cable company on price, bandwidth, and capacity while eventually ending their
dependency on UNEs over time.
US Telecom misreads the reduction in UNEs over time as a sign of their lack of importance to
the competitive landscape. In reality the reduction in UNEs demonstrates their success as launch
pads for competitive stimulus. No ISP business with a serious eye to the 21st century of
communications would realistically plan on a copper network (or a coaxial network for that
matter), with all of its limitations and expenses, as a means to deploy high-speed networks.
Rather, every ISP with a goal of deploying networks designed for the future is building FTTH.
The barrier for these ISPs to pursue FTTH has little to do with reliance on UNEs, as the
agreements are essential for CLECs to gain a foothold in a targeted market for FTTH
deployment. Rather the high sunk costs involved in building the infrastructure and related civil
works costs are the main challenges to any ISP that pursues FTTH.5
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Thus, standing alone, the number of wireline voice subscribers says nothing about the state of
broadband internet access in America today—or tomorrow. Advances in the plain old telephone
system are not critical for 21st century broadband deployment, but access to that system is
essential as a means to allow competitive entry. All that the US Telecom petition would do is
protect the profit margins of ILECs while harming their competitors who are pressuring them
today to deploy faster networks.
B. Competition Enabled by UNEs Promotes Consumer Benefits in Price and Fiber
Deployment; Forbearance Would Have the Opposite Impact.
1. Major ISPs Are Failing to Deploy High-speed Networks.
The US Telecom petition6 seeks to undermine the last vestiges of competition they face from the
CLEC industry at a time when the only other means of obtaining FTTH in the United States
comes from its municipalities.7 Despite predictions that the Restoring Internet Freedom Order
would spur investment,8 not to mention a massive reduction in their corporate taxes that has
freed up additional billions in capital,9 none of the major ISPs (including the members of US
Telecom) have committed to deploying nationwide FTTH.
The FCC’s data has shown that ILECs are limiting their investments to upgrade the middle tier
of broadband services of 25 mbps,10 which in time will quickly become outdated as global
Internet services match international markets that are more competitive, more affordable, and at
substantially higher speeds than the U.S. market.11 Access to gigabit and faster networks that are
robust and scalable with future advances in technology is dependent on aggressive deployment
of FTTH.
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This deployment failure is already having a profound impact on consumers, particularly those in
rural America. FCC’s recent findings reveal the poor quality and coverage of rural internet
access. According to the 2016 Broadband Progress Report:



10 percent of all Americans (34 million people) lack access to 25 Mbps/3 Mbps service.
39 percent of rural Americans (23 million people) lack access to 25 Mbps/3 Mbps.
o 20 percent lack access even to service at 4 Mbps/1 Mbps.12

The report also showed that the access gap is not a result of different behaviors with respect to
adoption. To the contrary, it shows that Americans living in rural and urban areas adopt
broadband at similar rates for 25 Mbps/3 Mbps service if and when available.13
But broadband access is not a luxury, and is becoming increasingly necessary for those hoping to
compete in the global economy.14 Nonetheless, according to the Pew Research Center, 25% of
Americans still have no broadband Internet access at home at all.15 That includes 5 million
households with young children.
The digital divide in telecommunications connectivity further aggravates inequities in access to
education. As the FCC is aware, approximately 41 percent of schools, which teach 47 percent of
the nation’s students, are failing to meet the Commission’s short-term goal of internet access at
rates of 100 Mbps per 1,000 students/staff.16 Students without high-speed internet access are at a
disadvantage when it comes to completing routine homework assignments when compared to
students with access. Moreover, students who must read and write school papers are least able to
substitute for less-capable alternatives to wireline broadband, such as wireless mobile telephony.
Low-income students may not be able to reap the benefits of cutting-edge innovations until those
innovations have become ubiquitous enough to bring product prices within a resourceconstrained family’s means.
2. CLECS are filling the gap.
By helping CLECs to survive and thrive, UNEs help address this digital divide.
Thanks to the current enforcement regime, many localities have successfully built, improved,
and maintained advanced telecommunications networks in areas where market forces by
themselves would not attract or sustain them. For example, one small service provider, Axiom,
has built more than 100 broadband access points over 2,500 square miles of rural Maine,
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providing consumers with high-speed access over networks that deploy fiber in combination with
other types of network infrastructure and other network providers.
Axiom has stepped up and deployed fiber to local communities that major incumbents ignored.
When the island community of Chebeague, Maine approached GWI, Time Warner, and Verizon
about building a faster alternative to dial-up internet access, nothing happened. But when local
residents, working together, found private and institutional investors, they were able to leverage
that investment into the beginning of a high-speed local network because they were able to lease
telephone lines from the local provider to transmit communications from the fiber network the
locality had invested in to people all over the world, regardless of whether those people were
connected via copper wires or fiber optic cables.
We see similar success in urban markets. In 1999 the city of Brentwood adopted a building code
conduit requirement for all new development. The code requires developers to build a 4 inch
conduit pipe and then deed it back to the city. The policy goal at the time was to lay
infrastructure with the hope of franchising a second cable television provider. However, no new
cable company arrived and the city owned nearly 120 to 150 miles of unused conduit reaching
8,000 homes and all commercial sectors built since 1999. By chance, the CLEC Sonic.net
discovered that the city retained a vast network of conduit suitable for fiber optic broadband and
contacted the city in April 2013.
In response to the proposal by Sonic.net, the city issued a Request for Expression of Interest
(RFEI) highlighting the available conduit to the companies Astound, AT&T, Comcast, Google,
Level 3, Lit San Leandro, XO Communications, and Sonic.net. The only respondent to the RFEI
was Sonic.net. During negotiations both the city and Sonic.net agreed to a number of mutually
beneficial provisions that focused on easing deployment of the network and providing public
services. Such benefits included a rock bottom rate of $40 a month for symmetrical gigabit
services to residents and upgrades to the education and public sector infrastructure of the city
with fiber optics.
These advancements came about thanks to the existence and continued viability of CLECs.
Studies show that markets that are not dependent on the local cable company as their monopoly
choice for high-speed Internet have superior prices for service.17 For example, a CLEC FTTH
deployment here in California is available at $40 a month for gigabit services.18 In no market, as
far as EFF has been able to find, is a local cable monopoly offering broadband at such speeds
and price.
A core question raised by this forbearance petition is its effect on the public’s access to the
networks that make high-speed broadband internet access possible. That effect is likely to be
disastrous.
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IV. Congress wrote the 1996 Telecommunications Act with the express goal of injecting
competition and that work remains incomplete.
The Telecom Act’s central purpose was to promote competition, and Congress saw the local
exchange provisions as a core part of this purpose.
The bill that eventually became the Telecom Act was initially the "Antitrust Reform Act of
1992," and from the beginning aimed at ensuring competition in telecommunications markets. It
set the stage for the Bell operating companies to enter those markets with strong competitive
protections that would prevent them from abusing the local exchange bottleneck to compete
unfairly.
The House Judiciary Committee explained that “the Bell companies at this time control the
lifeline to the customers of every competitor in the telecommunications market: the local
telephone exchange bottleneck.19 This bottleneck gave the Bells the “inherent ability” and “a
natural incentive” to block competition.20 Congress expected that promoting competition in this
market would “produce substantial public interest benefits, including the provision of innovative
services, improved service quality, and lower prices.”21
Both Congress and the courts were dissatisfied with an FCC that failed to address this clear and
present danger to competition in a critical telecom market. When the FCC based its decisions on
unsupported and implausible assumptions, it was found to have violated the APA and it inspired
Congress to act specifically for the purpose of protecting competition from being choked off at
the local exchange bottleneck.22 Congress explained that it expected the FCC to use its future
discretion to promote competition.23
Congress understood that anticompetitive behavior was an obvious consequence of holding a
monopoly on an essential element of telecommunications, and documented numerous abuses
from the preceding four years, explaining that the Bells “utilized their control of the local
exchange monopoly to impede competition in a number of areas, including: (i) voice storage and
retrieval; (ii) directory publishing; (iii) cellular telephone services; (iv) equipment sales; (v)
equipment servicing; (vi) international services; and (vii) equipment procurement.”24 They also
“overcharged for phone services and improperly allocated costs (such as lobbying fees) to the
ratemaking base borne by utility customers,” resulting in over $20 billion in costs from
“anticompetitive violations.”25 Congress noted that this obscene amount would likely be much
higher if the Bells had not been excluded from the markets “most susceptible to abuse.”26
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Congress, then, drafted legislation specifically “to accomplish the goal of promoting competition
by cable companies and other providers to incumbent local exchange carriers.”27 Because “there
is no economic reason for a local exchange carrier to permit a competitor to use its equipment at
reasonable prices,” and “without such access, competition may never develop[,] [t]herefore,
interconnection and access arrangements must be mandated for all competing local exchange
carriers on an unbundled basis.”28
V. The FCC’s own data when compared to international markets demonstrates that the
United States is losing the race to deploy gigabit networks.
A. FCC data shows a Staggering 85 percent of Americans have either no choice or one
choice for broadband services that exceed 100 Mbps.
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In a vast majority of markets that contain high-speed broadband options consumers only have
their cable company as an available choice for speeds in excess of 100 mbps. In barely 10
percent of the US market do consumers have access to a fiber to the home competitor delivering
comparable or better speeds, which means the combination of Verizon FIOS, Google Fiber,
CLECs, and publicly owned fiber networks29 serve as additional choices for very few
Americans. As noted later, two of these sources of FTTH competition have discontinued
deployment, leaving the bulk of the competitive landscape in high-speed broadband dependent
on CLECs and cities.
This is the reality that US Telecom cannot escape and why the FCC must reject the petition for
forbearance. They have offered no clear vision or commitments to upgrade their own networks to
FTTH yet assert that by cutting off their competitors by ending their ‘96 Act obligations the
landscape would suddenly improve. In no international market has that scenario been proven
true. In fact, the opposite has shown progress where aggressive competition policies and even
outright structural separation models are demonstrating success in reaching universal access
goals while still retaining competitive choice.30
As CLECs continue to gain market share by deploying FTTH, they remain the main private
market driving force to make incumbents follow suit or risk losing customers. The fact that they
appear to be the only private market actors actively trying to connect Americans to an
infrastructure that is already proven to be capable of reaching 10 gigabit speeds and likely well
beyond makes retaining provisions that support competitive entry by CLECs essential to
advancing American broadband.
B. The United States lags behind other countries in FTTH in both rural and urban
markets
The fact that so few market forces are bearing on incumbents to force them to deploy FTTH
should be cause of great alarm to the FCC. The response should not be to undermine the most
active part of the private industry deploying FTTH, but rather it should be to reject the petition
and aggressively inquiry as to the barriers that prevent the expansion of CLECs into more
markets. The FCC’s most recent decision to streamline pole attachments under its “one touch
make ready Order”31 is only a first step in boosting fiber.
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Petitioners themselves essentially assert that CLECs usage of UNEs only impact them in a
limited number of markets.32 Couple that with the withdrawal of Verizon’s intent to continue to
deploy FIOS33 eight years ago (with the limited exception of Boston, Massachusetts34) and
Google’s two year old announcement to discontinue expanding Google Fiber,35 no large national
corporation in the US market has an established plan to wire every American home and business
in their territory directly with fiber optics in the same way CLECs do today.
Comparing the U.S. market to the international markets reveals the extent the last mile is starved
of a high-speed connection, particularly when taking into account FTTH builds that can scale
even further without new network infrastructure investments. Online services and applications
will become more dependent on high-speed connections that Americans will soon be unable to
utilize. Being unable to make use of the latest advancements in Internet technologies means an
impending national crisis in economic prosperity lies over the horizon. Reliance on a local cable
monopoly for rapidly increasing capacity needs places a real danger to American innovation.

Today, approximately 57.8 percent of Europeans have access to DOCSIS 3.0 and FTTP (the EU
term that is equivalent to FTTH) with FTTP reaching 26.8 percent of EU homes and DOCSIS
3.0 reaching 44.7 percent of homes. The aggregate number demonstrates how the American
market is behind our European counterparts even when not every EU nation is on track to meet
their metrics of universal coverage of 30 Mbps and 50 percent coverage of 100 Mbps and above
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by 2020.36 By comparison, FCC data indicates the U.S. market falls short of universal access to
middle tier speeds of 25 mbps (87 percent coverage with 13 percent of Americans having no
options) and woefully behind at the high-speed market (13 percent of Americans having more
than a monopoly choice with 41 percent having at least a monopoly, the remaining with no
choice).37
Worst yet, when we explore individual member states of the EU, we find that the aggregate
number masks extraordinary advancements across the Pacific that show how far behind
American deployment truly is today. For example, FTTP in Portugal, Latvia, Lithuania, and
Spain exceed 70 percent coverage. Spain in particular has enjoyed an extraordinary rise in FTTH
coverage with a growth of 8.6 percent for 201738 as a result of a commercial co-investment and
network sharing agreements.39
In fact, every EU member except for Ireland, Germany, the United Kingdom, Belgium, and
Greece are ahead of the United States in FTTH deployment and even among those lagging
nations an active rethinking or new implementation of telecom policy is occurring to address
their lagging performance. For example, Ireland’s fiber growth has exploded at a meteoric
419.6% increase from 2016-2017 as a result of wholesale only initiatives.40 The United Kingdom
is currently undergoing structural separation remedies of British Telecom to address their current
lack of fiber deployment.41
Ahead of even the best performing EU nations though continues to be South Korea with near
universal deployment of fiber connections to the home.42 Such connectivity was on display
during the 2018 Winter Olympics when a year in advance their ISPs launched a plan to deploy
the first 5G networks.43 Such networks are reliant on fiber and were showcased during the
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games. Near universal coverage by fiber also allowed Korea Telecom to deploy 3D virtual
reality viewing of the games44 and support self-driving mass transit.45
C. FTTH deployment is essential for ensuring that American broadband can scale with
advances in computing technology and online services at reduced costs.
It is well known now that once fiber is laid it has the potential to upgrade at a very low cost and
quickly with advances in processing technology. This is because the exceedingly high
transmission potential of fiber optics to pass information requires only the equipment that
transmits data to be switched out and no new civil works.46 Historically the tearing up of the
roads and other infrastructural challenges for deploying a network constituted close to 80 percent
of the costs for an ISP.47 Look no further than the most recent advances in time and wavelength
division multiplexed passive optical network (TWDM-PON) technology48 and the real world
implications for an existing FTTH build in Chattanooga, TN, which is now the world’s fastest
retail broadband ISP.
At its launch, EPB Fiber Optics, a community broadband company run by the local government,
was the first ISP in the country to offer symmetrical gigabit service followed by Google Fiber.49
In 2015, companies such as Alcatel Lucent were able to add capacity to currently existing fiber
optic lines by essentially increasing the number of transmissions that could pass through a fiber
strand several times over previously existing fiber optic network technology.
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When EPB decided to switch out its electronics in 2015 to upgrade from a gigabit network to a
10 gigabit network50, the costs to the ISP were so miniscule they are virtually invisible in their
financial reports’ capital expenditures.

Source: EPB Financial reports from 2009 to 201751
This same low cost high return bandwidth upgrade is available to other currently existing FTTH
deployments ensuring that even older fiber optic builds can leap frog from 100 mbps to 1 gigabit
and beyond without incurring any additional construction costs. However, currently amongst the
providers Americans have access to at 100 mbps and above, an overwhelming number of them
come from cable companies that have not deployed FTTH in the same way their CLECs or local
government competitors.
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Lightwave Staff, EPB Brings 10-GBPS FTTH to Chattanooga, LIGHTWAVE, available at
https://www.lightwaveonline.com/articles/2015/10/epb-brings-10-gbps-ftth-to-chattanooga.html.
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VI. Promoting FTTH to all Americans advances a core mission of the agency and rejecting
the US Telecom petition is necessary to achieve that goal.
A. The FCC must not only reject the US Telecom petition, it should also issue a Notice of
Inquiry into how best to promote fiber deployment.
The ILECs have shown they will not bridge the digital divide by deploying brand new next
generation technologies throughout America, particularly in rural territories that already lag
behind on basic internet connectivity. Freeing them from access requirements will not promote
investment in or the deployment of advanced network infrastructure in currently underserved and
unserved areas. As US Telecom itself explained52 to Congress, they do not intend to expand fiber
to rural markets (and they are not even targeting densely urban markets), yet CLECs have begun
incremental deployments after launching from their original UNE agreement.
The FCC should recognize the proposal for what it is: an effort by incumbents to freeze in stasis
the middle tier broadband market of 25 mbps, which their DSL products can retain some market
share while raising prices on their competitors and never deploying their own FTTH networks.
Such an outcome will ensure the high-speed market remains overwhelmingly controlled by
regional cable monopolies and that most Americans will only read about gigabit Internet speeds
rather than experience it.
Rather than adopt this future where America no longer has a meaningful trajectory towards
gigabit speeds and beyond, the FCC should reject the US Telecom petition and issue a Notice of
Inquiry into the new competition policies that are taking root around the world as well as new
business models that are reducing the cost of deployment. Dozens of countries are adopting a
wide range of approaches and are racing towards a future where all of their citizens have access
to competition at the high-speed market. Now is the time for a wide ranging review and
rethinking of current US policies that impact deployment and competition with an explicit view
towards expanding fiber to every home and business.
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